Drug Discovery Informatics
Your Whole Project Team
Will Embrace
CDD Vault is a complete platform for drug discovery informatics,
hosted through an intuitive web interface.
It helps your project team manage, analyze, and present
chemical structures and biological assay data.

Store, Search, Analyze, & Report
CDD Vault is a modern web application for your chemical registration,
assay data management and SAR analysis. It lets you organize drug

Activity & Registration
Store and organize your data

discovery data and collaborate across project teams. It is simple to use
and extremely secure.

Interact, Calculate, Compare & Publish
CDD Vault is a dynamic analysis tool for drug discovery data. It lets
you plot and analyze large data sets to find interesting patterns, activity

Visualization

Plot datasets and mine them

hotspots and outliers. With publication quality graphics, it is easy to
illustrate and share results across project teams.

Debit, Track & Locate
CDD Vault is an Integrated inventory system for your compounds and

Inventory

Keep track of compounds

reagents. Stay informed of the current status of your inventory whether
in-house or shared externally.

Coming Soon - Contact sales@collaborativedrug.com
CDD Vault is the ultimate electronic lab notebook, integrated directly with
the chemical and biological assay data repositories and our full analysis

ELN

Document all your research

and visualization environment. Designed for project teams, you can archive
and search all of your experiments with ease and collaborate securely.
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Modern Drug Discovery
Informatics
Collaborative

Supporting communication within organizations,
partners and CRO’s, and global initiatives, CDD
is a pioneer in hosted R&D data management.

Innovative

CDD partners with leading academic and industrial
scientists to provide cutting edge insight and
technology to the research community. See our blog
at https://www.collaborativedrug.com/blog for the
latest news and publications.

Easy Onboarding

Powerful

Affordable

Built for Teams

Multi-domain

100% Secure

Built for drug discovery teams, the modern web
interface is intuitive for beginners and powerful
for experienced users. Migrate your data easily
without requiring any IT expertise.

A hosted solution that is cost-efficient
for academic laboratories, startups, and
biopharmaceutical companies. CDD Vault
comes with great in-house support and scales
up as your team grows.

CDD Vault provides cross-discipline tools
for both chemists and biologists. Chemical
structures registered by chemists and assay
results captured by biologists reveal structureactivity relationships.

Access all your research data from any modern
web browser. Search for any experiment or
explore your results in SAR tables and plots.
Filter, color code, and highlight substructures
to quickly screen for patterns.

Your whole team can mine data in a single
repository avoiding redundant work and
sloppy file versioning. You have full control
over what data is private and what is shared
with collaborators.

CDD Vault protects your intellectual property
against accidental loss or disclosure. Trusted
by major pharmaceutical companies, CDD
Vault is highly secure with SSAE 16 Type II
certified cloud storage.

“CDD Vault is a lifesaver. We really needed a way to capture the data we were creating
and be able share and analyze it — before we were capturing data on spreadsheets.”
MALCOLM KENDALL, President & CEO, Indel Therapeutics, Inc.

